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Enhancement of the Traffic Differentiation Architecture 
for WBAN Based on IEEE 802.15.4

Sabri Khssibi1 • Adrien Van Den Bossche1 • Hanen Idoudi2 •

Leila Azouz Saidane2 • Thierry Val1

Abstract In the healthcare domain, Wireless Body Area Network has emerged as a vital

technology that is capable of providing better methods to diagnose various hazardous

diseases. The CANet projet is a project that proposes alternative monitoring solutions. This

paper studies the possibility of transmitting different types of information through an IEEE

802.15.4 MAC layer that not supports the transmission of heterogeneous information. We

have proposed an extension to the MAC layer which makes possible the transmission of

various information types. This solution designed by ‘‘diffrentiation layer’’ uses a purge

function to ensure the use of CAP and CFP by the same node in the same superframe and

allows the differentiation between several information. Our results show that our solution

is reliable under worst-case.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the sensors networks applications field has been expanded and it has

affected several areas, including (i) those in fire monitoring, toxic gas leaks...(ii) Identi-

fication and collection of environmental [1] information, various atmospheric indicators

(iii) and military applications [2, 3].

The medical and assistance areas, also, took an interest in this emerging technology. 
The flexibility, low cost and rapid deployment characteristics of sensor networks allows its 
use discreetly in the patient environment or in any place if the patient requires continuous 
monitoring, especially for elderly [4, 5]. Sensors network enables the access to any 
information types about the environment and health status.

Monitoring any suspicious change is a very advantageous point for this new technology. 
In economical level, monitoring an elderly person while keeping them at their usual living 
environment would reduce the charges of assistance. Also, the psychological and social 
side of the elderly will be ameliorated with the respect of his privacy and keeps its 
autonomy.

This new emerging technology is distinguished by ever-wider applications in the var-

ious areas of social life, accompanied by a great improvement in living conditions. These 
new applications allow scientific and industrial to define a new domain: eHealth field [6]. 
Several applications have been proposed, in this new field, like CANet project [7, 8], 
intelligent racket [9, 10] and the Co-Robo Cane project [10]. These projects use sensors to 
collect information from the environment or the human body, then treat it locally or remote 
it to dedicated applications.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we present some related work in the QoS 
problem. In Sect. 3, we describe the main idea and the goals of CANet project. In addition, 
we present and analyze the main issue. Section 3.2 describe the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, 
particularly the PURGE and how to use it to resolve the detected problems. Section 4 
presents the result of the performance analysis of our proposition. Finally, Sect. 5 presents 
our conclusions and future perspective.

2 Related Work

The emergence of WSNs as an important communication infrastructure regarding the real-

time monitoring applications, such as health monitoring, increases the importance of QoS 
monitoring systems. QoS is keystones to achieve high levels of reliability and performance 
in WSNs [11–13]. Various QoS methods have been studied for WBAN: the works present 
in [14–18] and [19] adopt different scheduling, service differentiation, and novel hardware 
techniques to optimize the emergency transmission, packet latency, and power consump-

tion. In [15], they propose an infrastructure for remote medical applications. In order to 
improve the delay and transmission time of critical vital signs, a differentiated service 
based on priority scheduling and data compression is presented. In this model, a patient 
server receives instructions from a remote hospital server and congures the patients WBAN 
accordingly. Each type of vital signal receives a priority level and it is transmitted 
according to its priority. In [16], they modify the framing structure of IEEE802.15.4 to 
remarkably reduce the packet delay of emergency alarms. There are also scheduling 
techniques utilizing prioritized retransmission to enhance WBAN QoS. In [17], presented a 
prioritization and congestion control services where they discriminate between different



physiological signals and assign them to different priorities. In [18] have proposed a traffic-

adaptive MAC for handling emergency and on-demand traffic, in which a table is main-

tained to store the traffic patterns of the nodes. The authors modified the MAC superframe

structure to include the configurable contention access period (CCAP); however, the rest of

the superframe parts resemble the conventional IEEE 802.15.4 MAC. The traffic-adaptive

MAC protocol described uses a traffic-based wakeup mechanism and a wakeup radio

mechanism, to reliably accommodate various types of data. It utilizes the traffic infor-

mation to enable low-power communication. In [19], a decentralized time synchronized

channel swapping (DT-SCS) MAC has been proposed. The MAC protocol leverages

pulsed-couple oscillators that simultaneously carry out the synchronization and desyn-

chronization over multiple channels. The nodes randomly join a channel and automatically

spread across the available channels. In [20], authors used the machine learning to improve

the MAC performance. The proposed QL-based MAC protocol allows each node to

determine better scheduling policy by learning the neighbor behavior and adapting the

changes in the local traffic conditions.

There are a number of standards that could be used for building WBAN sytems like

IEEE802.15.6 and IEEE.802.15.4. However, wireless UWB networks based on IEEE

802.15.4a offer the advantages of a large frequency range and low power spectral density,

making it suitable for for healthcare and welfare related applications. The technology has

matured sufficiently that it can be used to develop a real products. Similarly, a number of

MAC protocols have been heavily researched and proposed based on IEEE 802.15.4. As

WBAN technology has gained worldwide interest, considerable research efforts have been

dedicated to proposing new MAC protocols based on 802.15.4 in order to satisfy the

stringent requirements of WBANs.

To achieve the required QoS level many solution are proposed. In [21], these solutions

are classified into 4 categories (Fig. 1).

This classification contains a different strategies used in IEEE 802.11e but can be used

in WSN.

We had proposed a new classification, in [22], contains six sub-classes where every

protocol can be classified under one of them. These sub-classes are under two main

protocols classes (contention access period and contention free period).

To enhance the performances of IEEE 802.15.4, QoS algorithms (Fig. 2) were designed

and can be divided into two sub-classes: algorithms intended to support QoS in CAP and

others used to improve the CFP reservation technique [22].

The CAP class is composed of 3 types of algorithms [22]:

Fig. 1 Classification presented
in [21]



– Priority based differentiation: priorities may be assigned to nodes according to the

importance of the information they handle or to classify the generated traffic

[21, 23–25].

– Access parameters differentiation: different MAC layer parameters like CW,

BackOffExponet and SIFS are tuned for different levels of priority. The aim is to

expedite the transmission of packets that have a high priority [23, 26–30].

– Controls parameters differentiation: This class contains the QoS mechanisms that use

parameters such as hop count, life-time of a packet and power control to manage the

transfer of packets in the network. In this proposal, these parameters are used to

differentiate between the existing traffics and to assign priorities [31–33].

CFP class includes algorithms which are proposed to resolve the problem of GTSs

reservation in IEEE 802.15.4. It is divided into 3 parts:

– Allocation based on requests order: The coordinator reserves slots times to the nodes

according to the order of their requests reception. If a node wants to reserve GTSs, it

has to send a request to the coordinator, which contains the number of desired slots and

the direction of the exchange (reception or transmission). Upon a request reception, the

coordinator compares the number of requested GTSs with the number of available slots

in the CFP period. If the number of requested slots is lower or equal to the number of

available slots, the coordinator allocates the necessary slots to this node. In the other

case, the coordinator rejects the request.

– Allocation based on the dynamic priority of nodes: GTS reservation depends on the

priority assigned to each node. In [34], this priority changes dynamically according to

the use of last reserved GTS. The priority change is followed by the reallocation of

GTS in the network. The algorithm in [34] does not support any traffic differentiation.

To meet this need, other protocols such as D-SeDGAM [35] allow the differentiation

between services. This class suffers from several limits. For instance, if many nodes

have a strong priority, they will monopolize the bandwidth. Also, this class does not

take into account realtime traffics.

– Allocation based on traffic priority: In this third class, GTS allocation is adapted to

real-time traffics. In the initial structure of IEEE 802.15.4 superframe, when a node

Fig. 2 Used protocols for traffics differenciation [22]



wants to transmit data during CFP, it must send a GTS request and wait for the beacon.

If the request was accepted, the node will transmit the packets only in the allocated

period, which makes the current structure of the superframe inadequate to support the

transmission of real-time data. In [27], the authors propose a new reservation algorithm

based on an extension of the IEEE 802.15.4 GTS concept. They suggest to eliminate

the inactive period, then SD becomes equal to BI. Other modifications are proposed in

the superframe structure. Therefore, it supports the concept of multi-user at the time of

communication.

This class does not take into account the energy consumption and allows the treatment of

only one type of traffic.

3 Differentiation Layer

Many solutions are proposed to differentiation WBAN traffics (see related works section),

but these solution are a many problems and request a major modification in the standard.

We chose to use the IEEE802.15.4 instead of IEEE802.15.6 to have more bandwidth

flexibility. In fact, IEEE802.15.6 is works in Narrow and UWB band contrary to

IEEE802.15.4 that works in ISM, Narrow and ISM bandwidth. Althought th IEEE802.15.6

has a many drawbacks when it comes to using UWB. It ignores several limitations in the

implementation of the tranceiver [36]. its assumes the use of UWB trancerver at the end

node. The implementation of the UWB receiver of the IEEE802.15.6 involves a complex

hardware designing and it ignores the optimization of the UWB transmit power control

[36]. On other hand IEEE802.15.4, specially IEEE802.15.4a, is the most discussed and

adopted standard for UWB. It have been the base of many MAC-UWB implementation.

The performance of IEEE802.15.4a have been studied in many research paper. And they

are shows that the MAC protocol of IEEE802.15.4a performs better in terms of throughtput

and energy consuption for WBANs that contain a large number of sensors nodes [36].

Our work is particularly oriented to the CANet project case where the main aim is to

offer oversight and monitoring without being intrusive. In order to be able to meet this

exigence optimally, we were looking for an alternative for the conventional methods. The

solution that we found is to integrate the different biometric sensors into a familiar

equipment to the elderly. After a detailed investigation, the only equipment that can be

matched with our criteria is the cane; where we can put all needed biometric sensors to

collect information on the environment and health status of the elderly. For example, we

can use a hand and outdoor temperature, a humidity, a heart rate, a pressure sensors and a

wireless communication system...

The cane also has loudspeaker and microphone which give to the elderly the opportunity

to live life to its fullest and to reach some family member or monitoring centers in case of

an emergency, illness or loss. In Fig. 3, we suggest a set of biometric sensors that can be

used in the CANet project. Sensors number and types used depends on the information

types needed by medical staff.

Our cane must be connected to CMAP (Coordinator Mesh Access Point), in order to be

able to transmit received information to the monitoring center. The most suitable topology

of our network is the star topology (Fig. 4), where the transmission of information pass by

the access point.

Many communication technologies can be used to establish a connection between the

cane and the CMAP. A comparison was made in [37] between BLE, IEEE 802.15.4 and



Fig. 3 Different biometric sensor types that can be used in CANet

Fig. 4 Network architecture

IEEE 802.15.6. The authors recommend the use of IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol to 
communicate with the coordinator of the network.

This protocol represents a good choice in term of energy consumption and the QoS 
provided by the presence of two communication algorithms (CSMA and TDMA). But, it is 
not adapted to the network specific requirements in the context of CANet project. Indeed, 
IEEE 802.15.4 is made for the transmission of homogenous information. However, the 
generated traffics, in CANet project, are heterogeneous.

According to the study done in [37], the most relevant criteria common to all the CANet 
sensors are: periodicity, data rate, priority, and the real-time aspect:



– Periodicity: Represents the duration of transmission cycle for each sensor. This

duration varies according to the information type and the useful period which allows

the detection of significant information.

– Pseudo-periodicity: It comes to traffics not always present and therefore

unpredictable.

– Low periodicity: This category is intended for sensors generating data with high

frequency (very short duration between two successive transmissions).

– Average periodicity: The period between two successive transmissions is of few

minutes;

– Long periodicity: The duration between two successive transmissions exceeds that

of the family of average periodicity.

– Rate:

– Low data rate: For data rates of few bytes per second at the most;

– Average data rate: This category is generally related to information for 2D or 3D

representation such as GPS location data ;

– High data rate: Usually this kind of traffic contains data of a voice message and

requires a large bandwidth.

– Priority:

– Low priority: For the data without particular requirements of transmission/

reception time or of QoS;

– High priority : includes the real-time data;

– Very high priority: This category is intended for alert data.

So IEEE 802.15.4 cannot satisfy all the applications requirements. In order to resolve this

problem, we propose to add a DIFFERENTIATION service layer between the MAC and

the application layers (Fig. 5).

Generated traffic are classified into three queues according to the rules pre-defined in the

dispatcher sub-layer.

The Management sub-layer is responsible of the synchronization between the type of

the queue where it takes the frame and the adequate period of transmission. This layer

contains three queues:

Fig. 5 Differentiation layer architecture



– QTF (Queue of Tolerant Frame): Contains all frames that do not have a temporal

requirement or sensitive to the lost frames.

– QRF (Queue of Real Frame): Contains all frames that have a temporal requirement.

– QUF (Queue of Urgent Frame): the frames of this queue will be transmitted in CFP and

CAP periods.

This process makes the cane adapted to transmit different traffic in different periods in the

same SD, but it is not not the most performant solution. In fact, IEEE 802.15.4 does not

propose a mechanism to make the simultaneous transmissions in CAP and CFP periods

possible.

The Fig. 6 shows an example that illustrates the transmission problem where we use two

different medium access techniques by the same node. The MAC state can be:

– Busy by a frame has gotten from QTF: this state is represented by green color

– Busy by a frame has gotten from QRF: this state is represented by yellow color

– Free: this state is represented by white color; only in this state, the differentiation layer

could transmit a frame from one of their queues to the MAC sublayer.

If the situation in the network is perfect, the nodes do not have problems to transmit their

information. The MAC sublayer received frames from QTF in the CAP (represented by

green color in the first and last superframe—see Fig. 6) and the frames received from QMF

in the CFP (represented by yellow color in the first and the last superframe—see Fig. 6).

If the MAC sublayer couldn’t transmit the frame, it keeps the frame until a successful

access to the medium or the frame rejected due to failing to get access after three tries. This

case is represented in the superframe number 3 and 4 in Fig. 6. The MAC sublayer keeps

the frame and does not solicit other frames from differentiation layer. At this moment, the

number of frames waiting in the QRF increases and probably the QRF reaches the max-

imum frame number supported rapidly, and then some frame going to be dropped.

If this deadlock situation repeats frequently, the QRF queue would overflow. Then, the

cane is in situation where it loses frames of no tolerant application. This case is not

appreciated because it has a big influence in the monitoring process.

Before we present our proposition we have to announce one rule that will influence our

choice in the rest of the paper: The proposition must not require a significant modification

in the IEEE 802.15.4 and will be like an extension to it. This rule can be crucial to the use

of the proposition in the industrial solution in the future.

To achieve our goal we will study the solution provided by IEEE 802.15.4. After that,

we will search how to use it to resolve our network problem.

Fig. 6 Example of frame transmission



In the next part of this paper, we will present the IEEE 802.15.4 standard particularly

the PURGE function and our solution in order to ameliorate the differentiation layer

performances.

3.1 Differentiation Layer Enhancement

3.2 Purge Function

The standard IEEE 802.15.4 defines the specifications of the MAC sub-layer and the PHY

layer for Low-Rate Wireless Personal Area Networks (LR-WPAN). In addition, it defines

two types of nodes:

– Reduce Function Device (RFD): does not implement the entire stack of IEEE 802.15.4,

it has limited functionality

– Full Function Device (FFD): implements all the IEEE 802.15.4 specification and they

can be coordinators or routers, etc.

IEEE 802.15.4 defined two communication modes:

– Non-beacon-enabled: In this mode, all nodes in the network use an un-slotted CSMA/

CA access mechanism

– Beacon-enabled: In this mode, all nodes are connected to one coordinator, which is

responsible for the synchronization, guaranteed time slot (GTS) reservation and the

beacon transmission.

In the rest of the paper we will focus only to the enabled-beacon mode.

Beacon frames are transmitted periodically by the coordinator. Beacon Interval (BI) is

the time interval between beacon transmissions. The BI is divided into two periods:

Superframe Duration (SD) and inactive period.

The SD is composed into two parts (Fig. 7):

– Contention Access Periods (CAP): The nodes use CSMA/CA access mechanism.

– Contention Free Periods (CFP): If a node needs to reserve GTSs in the CFP part, it will

send a request command to the coordinator in the CAP. If the coordinator has free slots

in the CFP, It would satisfy the requesting node. Therefore, the node transmits its

information in the reserved GTS by using TDMA.

The standard defines some precious functions used by upper layers to manage the

transmission in MAC layer.

Fig. 7 Trame composition



One of the most important functions is the PURGE. This function allows the next higher

layer to purge a frame from the transaction queue of the MAC layer. Two primitives are

defined:

– MCPS-PURGE.request: request to remove an MSDU from the transaction queue.

– MCPS-PURGE.confirm: allows the MAC sublayer to notify the next higher layer of the

success to purge an MSDU from the transaction queue.

These two primitives make the next higher layer able to interrupt the transmission and

delete the frame from the transaction queue.

3.3 Proposition of Our Solutions

The differentiation layer is unable to use two different access methods by the same MAC

layer.

If the cane use the defined purge in the standard, the frame is going to be permanently

deleted from the transmission queue and, in our case, the frame can be deleted only if we

cannot transmit it with ordinary process defined by IEEE 802.15.4.

The Fig. 8 presents the amelioration that we propose. We had added three buffers that

will contain a copy of transmitted frame to MAC sublayer. This copy is used, when the

management sublayer request from the MAC layer to remove the frame from their

transmission queue; then, the purge function is used to liberate the MAC sublayer. If the

management sub-layer receives information from MAC layer indicates the success or the

failure of the transmission, the frame in the buffer will be deleted.

In this part, we have introduced the project CANet and the main goals. We also have

presented our solution to resolve the problem by the use of the purge function (provided by

the standard) and how adapt the differentiation layer to this new feature.

In the next section, we will present our simulation and analysis of our proposition.

4 Simulation, Results and Analysis

In this part we are going to present our results and analysis. We have used the IEEE

802.15.4 model available in OMNet?? simulator. First of all, we have verified if the

implemented model in OMNet?? follows the communications procedures described in

the IEEE 802.15.4, we have compared their simulations result to other work made by

Fig. 8 Modification in differentiation layer



simulation and testbed. After that, we added some new functionality, defined in the

standard, to the model. We also added our solution and re-checking the final model.

The Table 1 presents used parameters for our model. We have used star topology with

one coordinator and N nodes, the node numbers are in the interval [1 ...7]. We consider

only one collision area. The transmitted frame in CFP can be acknowledged or not

acknowledged. In fact, the standard gives us the liberty to configure the ACK in the CFP.

In the network, each node can generate two different type of traffics that will emulate

the heart rate (APP1) and accelerometer (APP2) sensors.

The APP1 tolerate latency and packet loss. However, the APP2 do not tolerate latency

and even less packet loss. Then, the traffic generated by APP1 will be transmitted in CAP

period and the other traffic (generated by APP2) will be transmitted in CFP period (cf.

Table 2). The presented configuration is taked from real documentation to ensure that our

approach is coherent with reality.

The use of ACK is importante to get a good performance. The standard gives us the

possibility to use ACK in CFP period. For this reason, we present some simulation with

and without ACK in CFP.

4.1 Simulation of Transmissions Without Error

In this scenario we have configured our simulator to have an ideal study environment. We

dont have any transmission errors.

The Fig. 9 shows the difference between the percentages of received messages in three

different configurations:

– with differentiation without purge function,

– without differentiation,

– and with differentiation with purge function.

Table 1 Simulation parameters
Parameters Values

Topology Star

Node numbers 1, 2, 5, 7

Traffic types Heart rate sensor

Accelerometer sensor

Queue length in differentiation layer 20 frames

ACK management

CAP With ACK

CFP With ACK

Without ACK

Table 2 Application parameters

Application Sensor Inter-messages Message size Transmission period

APP1 Heart rate 20 ms 3 Octets CAP

APP1 Accelerometer 100 ms 5 Octets CFP



For 2 and 3 nodes in the network, the network is more preferment with differentiation layer

than the other case. For 6 and 8 nodes, only the differentiation layer with the purge function

kept the network performance in the same level (100%). The simulations carried out

without differentiation layer become better than the result founded when we use the

differentiation layer without the purge function. Then we have a good results with our

differentiation layer in term of performance and rate in the network.

The Fig. 10 shows the percentage of successful received messages when nodes used

CAP in different configurations. We notice the existence of a slight improvement in the

differentiation layer with purge use case.

After the simulation of our contribution in ideal situation, we include the possibility to

have some transmission error, to test the robustness of our work in non-perfect environ-

ment where the transmission error occurs always in the layer 1. In the following, we

present some result of our simulation in the case of BER ¼ 10�7; 10�5 and 10�4.

Fig. 9 The difference between the use of the purge and the other case in term of received messages in CFP

Fig. 10 Network performance in term of received messages in CAP



The obtained results show the benefit of the purge function use. With purge function the

received messages reach 100% for the different network size contrary to other configu-

ration (Fig. 11).

Purge function dramatically improved network performance. Failed frames decrease

from a value greater than 1% to a value around of 0.8%. This is due to the transmission

parameters reset (NB, CW and BE) and a good transmission periods management (see

Fig. 12).

The number of messages that do not fall within the queue (see Fig. 13 for FMT queue)

increases slightly. This problem is related to the size of the queue and the configuration of

the generation messages frequency in the application. It does not influence at all our

solution performance but it reduces the number of received messages.

Fig. 11 Result of different simulations case

Fig. 12 Percentage of failed frames in different simulations case



Finally, we noticed first of all that the use of the purge is necessary to keep the network

performance in the case of large network. Secondly, there is a difference between the

number of generated messages and received messages because of the technical issues

related to the queue size and it is not related to our proposed solution.

The use of a perfect environment (BER equal to zero) does not reflect the real behavior

of our solution. For this reason, we change the simulator configuration to add a more

realistic BER (where BER can be: 10�7, 10�5 and 10�3). The following simulations are

performed only with the differentiation layer since purge provides better results than the

other proposals. We use the same network configuration. Our objective is to test robustness

of our solution in real environment.

The Fig. 14 shows that the differentiation layer keeps the same network performance

when we have 2 and 3 nodes in the network. For 6 nodes, we note a decrease of 15% when

Fig. 13 Rejected messages percentage in different simulation cases

Fig. 14 Received messages percentage for different BER values



BER equal to 107 and 105 and 30% when BER equal to 103. Our solution ensures at least

the reception of 70% of messages.

For 8 nodes, the network performances degrade widely. The average percentage of

received messages falls below 60% and under 40%. Despite the difficult conditions, our

solution may transmit at least 40% of messages.

Figure 15 shows that the queues overflow caused by the frames blockage due to

retransmission problems or busy channel.

Figure 16 show that the value of BER has no major influence on our differentiation

layer with purge function. The percentage of received messages (see Fig. 14) in the CFP

decreased when BER equal to 10�3. The coordinator has received at least 80% of trans-

mitted packets, which allows us to conclude that our differentiation layer with purge

function resistant to the worst BER values.

Fig. 15 Frame dropped percentage for different BER values

Fig. 16 Received messages percentage for different BER values



5 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a new traffic differentiation architecture for WBAN based on

IEEE 802.15.4. The first major issue is that, in our use case, the IEEE 802.15.4 do not

explains how to use the CAP and CFP by the same node in the same super frame. We have

chosen to use the purge function. The simulations performed as part of the study show that

the use of the purge improves network performance. But, we have observed a slight

performance degradation in the CAP. This function will be used by the differentiation layer

in order to respect the different constraints defined by applications.

The simulation results show that differentiation layer allows a good management of

transmission and ensuring the transmission of each frame in adequate period. The per-

centage of messages received in the CFP, reached 100%, which shows the proper man-

agement of CAP and CFP.

To test the reliability of the differentiation layer, we introduced transmission error

(realistic BER) in the simulator configuration. According to the results of simulation with

BER equal to 10�7 and 10�5, we can conclude that our differentiation layer with purge is

reliable under worst-case.

In the future work, we intend to compare our solution with real testbed based in WINo

nodes [38, 39]. We wish to add more canes and provide a data analysis algorithm of

received information from the cane. It will be interesting to be more precise about the

emergency case and add more specific algorithms and solutions with the consideration of

the CPAM or cane breakdown. Also we think about the application of our solution and

other solutions like video surveillance monitoring [40]. Finally we can test our proposition

with other technologies like BLE, UWB, IEEE 802.15.6 or LoRaWAN.
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